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90% of Neoenergia’s energy sources are 

renewable* , i.e., they have low index of damages 

to the environment and will not run out, where:

Distribution Companies: 
Celpe (PE), Coelba (BA),
Cosern (RN) e Elektro (SP/MS)

Over  14  million
customers,

which is equivalent to a population

over 34 million
people

Distribution Substations

Follow the path traveled by the energy:
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679 km
of lines in operation

It considers assets in operation and 
under construction

+6 mil km
of lines under construction

59% 31% 

361 km
recently completed in 
Dourados Project

Unknown to many people, the path through which the 
electrical energy passes until reaching the consumption 
spots, such as houses, offices, center of purchases and 
other commercial enterprises, is one of the most 
interesting parts in understanding how such vital asset, 
which is electrical energy, is obtained.

The energy is generated from different forms. 
The Brazilian energy mix currently has the 
following sources in highlight: hydropower 
(water), thermal power (natural gas – steam), 
nuclear (steam), wind, solar (sunlight), in 
addition to other sources under development 
and in smaller scale, such as biomass (generation 
of energy from organic waste decomposition).

It directly receives the energy from the 
generation plants, which passes through 

Transformers in order to increase its voltage. 
Next, the path will be through the high 
voltage lines and transmission towers.

Stage that directs the generated energy to the 
large consumption centers. This path is outlined 
by the transmission and lines, which go through 
several States in Brazil on its course.

It assures that the energy reaches the residences, 
companies, industries, commercial enterprises, 
public lighting poles, i.e., the daily life of the end 
customer. In Brazil, the distribution service 
concession system, in which private companies 
manage the energy supply to the end consumers, 
assuring that they are regularly served.

Along with the Voltage Transforms, it has the 
fundamental role of decreasing the energy 

voltage by adapting to the necessary load to 
reach the consumer in a safe manner.


